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TENSILE INSTABILITIES FOR POROUS PLASTICITY MODELS @ % c?
fJp$Jix

R. M. Brannon ==$lg#%~
Department of Computational Physics and Mechanics, S& ~;~~

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185-0820 “@i

ABSTRACT– Several concepts (and assumptions) from the literature for porous metals
and ceramics have been synthesized into a consistent model that predicts an admissibility
Iirnit on a material’s porous yield surface. To ensure positive plastic work, the rate at which
a yield surface can collapse as pores grow in tension must be constrained.

INTRODUCTION: Brannon [1999] has developed a porosity model that includes features
needed to model a 10% porous phase transforming ferroelectric ceramic of interest to us. Fig. 1
shows a good prediction of shock compression data of Furnish et al. [2000].
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Figure 1: Comparison of the model with shock compression data for 10% porous PZT ceramic.

While testing the model, we found that pore expansion at large tension and low porosity
can result in negative plastic work rates, which was initially thought to indicate an error with
our model formulation. However, the negative plastic work rate was found to be due to a feature
of the user-specified plastic yield function. We now interpret the result as an admissibility
constraint on the yield function. The negative plastic work rate was not caused by our advanced
model features (phase transformation, porosity-dependent moduli, pore nucleation, etc.). Such
features can actually forestill problems by engaging before negative plastic work can occur.

PROCEDURES, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION: The (abridged) equations employed in
our model are listed below. The rate quantities (except ~, tj, and Vn ) are the unknowns.

g=
–Km if>

~=

K G
-Ymw) p = –Ktrace($e) – KmPV, ~ = 2G&’–ym~v. (1)

During continued yield, F = ~i + ~p + #& + ~; = O, where k = h ~g .

~=ge+&g+&~+&~,
[ 1where ~g = k i3F/8~ = k ~:-!% and it = ii:*. (3). . . 3ap=

(2)

V = (1 + y) trace(~g) + ~n. (4)
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A. Relationship to Earlier Work

Earlier papers have descriied ekctrical linewidth test

structures replicated in (1 10) $01 material, referred to here as

the “(l 10) itnplementatiom’”= IrI the previously-reported

(110) implementation, intersecting femxes are oriented non-

ofiogonaIIY in lattice (112) direaions.4 ?FYgtu-e1 illustrates

the relevant lattice vectors. An example of features delineated

by KOH etchin~ otherwise bow-n as silicon micro-

rnachiniog, a {110} bulk silicon surface having silicon-nitride
i&zYu masking, and with features alignedina1112] direction

having sub-micrometer Iinewidths. is shown in Figure 2. The

vertical sidewalls are coincident with lattice {111}planes and

generate high levels of contmst which maybe used for the
pitch calibration of electron-beam CD systerns.s Note that the

silicon-nitride caps on the fkatures, having served for in-sifu

masking, had not been removed when this image was

recorded. The aspect ratio of their overhang is a measure of
the lattice-plane selectivity of tbe KOH etching andlor

misaiignnmnt of the axes of the lithographically-projected
reference f=turea with resp=t to a Iattice <1 l& direction in

the substrate surfkce plane.

In the (100) implementation, the subject of this paper,
inters~-ng features of cross-bridge resistors are orthogonal

Figure 3. SEM image of orthogonal interse&ingIine-
features characteristic of the (1 00)
implementation.

and are oriented to lattice {110) dkectiom. Their sidewaUs
have SIOpeSinclined at exactly 54-737° to the surface (100)

>~:(”!(?,“C,.:<..,..’.;.L..7?-IJ;IX;;.>. \ ,, ,..,.:
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Ekgurs4. The pertinentIatticevectors of the (100) SOI

implementation.

plane of the substrate. k both implementations, feature

de~ineation by siIicon micro-machining provides atomically-
smooth feature sidewalls coincident with Im.ice {111] pIane$.

B. Purpose ~f the Ctarezu Work

Thepurposeof the current workis to supplementthepoterxtial
usefiJness of& ret%rencevertical sidewalI fkaturesof the

(110) irnplemesxationwith ones having known sidewall slopes

less than 90”. Such reference featme$ maybe of ~omparable,

or greater, value in metroIogy applications, such as instmnent

ca.h%mtion, either when used alone, or when used in
conjunction with the those generated in the (110)

implementation. The new (100) impkmentation aiso opens the

possibility ofdeveIoprngtraceable refmencematerials for step-

height applications. However, the specific near term purpose

is to assess the repeatabi~ity imd robustness of the new (100)

inapkmentation and its suitability for applying the proposed
CD reference-materiti &aceability strategy described below.

C. End Use and CD-Traceabiidy Swategy

AS in the cast of the (1 10) implementation we intend in the

future to develop txaceabiIity of the new (100) reference

materials through HRTEM (High ResoIurion Transmission-
WcnunMicroscop.y) irnagingof the s~iconlattice constituting

the respective structures.6 However, the cost and

de$tructivene$$ of tie HRTEM technique renders it
impracticable when it aIone is used for the purposes of

vaceabiIity. The c-at strate~ is, therefore, after wafer
fabrication, and after whole-wafer electrical CD test, to
performHRTEM imaging ata selection of reference segments
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ataselection ofdiesites. Latticeplan ecount,sprovidedbya

selection of HRTEM images are then used, effectively, to

caliirate a.11the electrical CD mmw.umnents made on that

wafer. In this way, traceability is imparted to w reference

fmtores whose electrical CDS have bee~ measured. Without

calibration by H.RTE.Mor some other means, electricid CD

measurements have not yet been shown to be able to provide

tracealiIi& with usefhlly low levels of uncertainty.

TE&IiVICAL APPROACH

A. Feature-Larrice Orientationfor the(100) Anptementatitm

As mentioned previoudy, in the ( 100) implementation, test-

structure features, such as those serving as bridge resistors,

test-pads, and vohage taps, are orthogonal and oriented to

lattice {i 10) directions. Figure 3 and I?lgtme 4 respectively

show an SEM image of the cross-section of a line feature and

a map of pertinent lattice vectors of the.(I 00) implementation.

B- SeIecriortof B.ESOI-SuMrale Starfing-ik?aerial

The merits of SMOX (Sepamtion by Implantation with

Oxygen) and 13ESOI silicon-on-insulator options for the
subject application have bem compared previously.’ Each of

these materials has previously been shown to provide

physically uniform f-res with planar vertical sidewalls in

the (II O) implementation. WhiIe the SIMOX materiaI is

relatively inexpmsive, and easy to acquire, the BESO1
material has physical advantages that include a user’s ability

to speeify an arbitrary &ickn_ of the surface film in which

the cross-bridge rcsistom are patterned, and a more shaiply

defined interface to the buried oxide, Additionally, the
KcIvin—measumrnent @Zi,, databases Corn which sheet

resistance and ref=ce-seginent ECDsare extracted generally

have much less statistical variabili~. ECDS extracted flom

cross-bridge resistors replicated on BESOI material are
generally more consistent with the drawn CDS than those

exwacted from SIMOX waf2rs. Because of the resuhing

metrology advantages, BESOI material is preferred for this
CD refmence-material application.

(L-&)R
‘E= v/I s (1)

where c?&is the refkrence-hmgth shortening factor irkroducti

previously One approach to obtaining ariappropriatevaIue of

Rs is to determine a correctionfactor, obtained by means of

cument-flow modeliig, to appIy to the apparent sheet

resistatzcedetermined from the set of (F@ measurements

norms.IIy extracted from the planar four-terminal sheet

resistors.g The dit%erence between the apparent sheet

resism.nc%& ~and tie vahe Rsneeded for the extinction Ofwz
firm Eq. (1}, is obtained by solving the equation

‘XP(-ZY’’I’’[’”‘2)
where ( V@l and (Vi!!z are the respective compkmentary

cu.rrent-forcekoitig~-read Kelvinmeasurements made on the

four-terminaI sheet resistor. A second approach is to use four-
terrnimd Greek-Cross cotigurations, for example, formed

fi-omlines with relatively large CDSto minimize tie impact of

tbe non-pkzm2@y that is characteristic of the (100)

implemwtaticm. In this contex~ nowpkmaxity is the attribute

of suucturespatternedin a film of uniform compositionand
thicknesswith vertical”sidewallson its endreperiine&r.

Additional current-flow modeling has now been pei%ormedto

show the extent of the errors that are likely to be generated by
non-planarity in the application of tie second approac~

specified above, inpartictdarsititions. Forexarnplc, in TabIe

1 we show the relationship between R~ ‘aud R~ basedon the
results of enrrentmodeling, for two Greek-Crosses patterned

in the same fti and distinguishedonly by the widths of the
lines constituting the cross. The important Wig to note in

Table 1. The rektkmsbip betweenR~‘and R* basedon the
resultsof cummtnwdehg- In all three casesthe
actual film sheet resistancewas 0.952 ~u. The
apparentsheetresistancevakteswwreobtainedfrom
the .QpplkatiorIof J3cI.(2) to valuesof ( V@I and
(~/fiz ob~tid fiOITI~ummt-flow roodeIing.

C. SheeA2esiswKZ Metrology Iisues

Sheet resistance, i?mis typicaIIy the largest contributor to
uncertainty in the measured electrical CD value, W* of the ~
reference segment of the cross-bridge resistor. The electrical
CD vaIue, WE, k derived from sheet resistance, R9 and Kelvin

{V/?)rnea.surexnents,and is given by
~

10.00 0.952 0.955 J

:.’<-.::-.....-, ,,-,: (?:,,.,,,,.,L., .: :..... \
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
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TabIe 1 is that the application of Eq. (2) to (W}l and (V/1)2

rneasumrnentsextracted from the four-tmninal sheet resistors

generates R~values thatare too high by approximately ().9’Yo

for the S-yin Iinewidthsused for forming the four-terminal
Greek-Cross sheet resistor. A seIection ofresuIts obtained by

the application of this 0.9% eorrectiofi to measurements made

on four-terminal sheet resistors with 5-v CDs, regardless of

the drawn CDS of the reference segments of the cross-bridge

resistors in which they were incm-porak@ is show-nin Figure

5. The dimimttion of sketresistance forsfntctmreshaving the

lower row mnnbezs is due to actual variations of the film’s

sheet resistance with the Iocation of the respective !e$t

structures. The drawn top CDs are the otdy distinguishing
characteristic of each of the eight test structures in tbe module.

40.0 J-

1

Row 1 ROW 2 ROW 3 ROW 4

SCo[umn 1 ESCoiumn 2

Figure 5. Resultsof R~measurementsmade on a set of
Greek-Crossfour-terminalsheet resistorsthat
were testedat a particulardie site.

D- Ta@ruchzreDerign und Tes&ChipLayQut

Figure 6 shows aeros$-bridgeresistor test structure having22

dif%rent reference segments ranging in length horn 7,45pm
to 45.0 ~m. It is patterned with’7 diffkxent @awn reference-

segrnent linewidth$ rmagingfrom 0.35 pm to 3.0 pm within a

single @s-structure mochde. Seven identicaI moduIes are

replicated on each die site as shown in Figure 7.

The multiple reference-segment architecture of the crOss-

bridge resistor allows the determination of c$Lfrom the
Aetrierd measurements by two different methods. This

quantity may, on the one Mr@ be extracted from
measurements of the width of the single, tapped, vohage tap
in Figure 6 in conjunction wirh an expression for it in tmns

...,;i ...... *

Figure 6. TesWtructureof(100)implementationwhichis
patterned with 7 difkrent drawn Iinewidths
rangingflwn 0.35 pm to 3.0 ~m on each die
site.

of bridge and tap Iinewidths derived fiorn curren-flow

modeling, as in the case of the (11O)implementation.’ 0 C)nthe

other hand applicable values of c%Imay be extiacted fiorn

analysis of a set of {W!) measurements made on the multiple

ref?rence-ler@h segments of eaeh test structure at a particular

die site, as in previous work.] i

The test-structure architectme shown in Figure 6 features two

four-terminal sheet misters. The one on the left is a boxed

structure with narrow CD Iines. The one on the right has the

5-pm ftitzm-top CDs. According to the results shown in

Table 1, I%q.(2) generates a due ofR~; that is 0.9% in excess
of the correct vahe of R~needed for insertion into Eq. (1) for

the estimate of the associated reference-segment ECD.

Module 1 I

=q==--j *,

Module3 I Module6
I

Figure 7. The test structure is patterned with 7
different drawn reference-segment
linewidths within a single test-structure
moduIe- Seven identical modules are
replicated on eaeh die site.
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Table2. ScIectionofcross-bridgem$istorrcfcrence-se@em
CDS as meaaured from cross-section SEM
rnicrographsof the type show-nin Figure 3.

I I 1 ) $

DrawnCD @.2u) top (km) bottom(pm) mean (pm)
I I I

0.35 0.34 1.88 1.10
1 1 I I

0.35 0.34 I 1.80 i 1.10
!

I 0.40 0.34 1.89 1.12
I I {

0s0 0,49 2.03 1.26
I I [

0.70 0.69 2.23 1.46
I ( ,

I 1.00 ] 0.90 I 2A-4 I 1.67 I

1s0 1.4 ~ 3.03 2.25
I i

I 3.00 2.97 4.S2 3.75

& TestStructure Fabricatwn

The EtESOI wafm which generated the feature shown in
Figure 3 were f~ricatcd according to an established S01

micro-machining process flow that has been reported

previoudy~ h etch of 1970by weight of KOH in water at
80”C is commonly used to define structures in bulk silicon

material having {111]-planar faces. The pattern to be

tr~fmed is ty-pidly replicated first in a 5t)0-~ silicon-

nitride hard mask. The buried BESOI oxide layer serves as an

etch stop normal to the wafer surface. It allows over-etching
of tie order of 150-200’%.”which is effective in clearing out&

remaining Silicozinot having a {111} surface. An alternative

..... ._,___

0.0 1.0 20 30
CiaMtCz@-rJ

~l~~e 8. h example of the top-surface widths,
computed from their known height aud
mcw.urcd eleckkd CD% as a funtiiOn of
drawnIinewidthsfor a selectionof structures.

etchistetrarnethyl ammonium hydroxide. An appropriate hard

mask in this case is silkxm dioxide. In either case, the {11I }

planes of exposed silicon etch $ignificantiy slower than any

others. Material stices remaining at the coinpIetion of an

t?tch are either those that are protected by tie in-situ hard

masking Orby sutfaces having orm of the orientations of the

{111) family.’

F’. SZUMeustwentenls

A seIection of ref-n~-segtnent features from BIock 5 at die

site C7R3 on wafer N-l 0702A-01, having drawn limwidths

ranging *m 0.35 pm tO3-Owrnwere measured fiorn cross-

section images of the type shown in Figure 3. In order to

avoid reliance on the use of the SEM magnification markm, the

magnification of each image was estimated from the assumed

spatial constancy of the film thickness sad tie lmown feature
sidewall slope. Spccit%aIly, the difference between tie top

ancibottom hnewidths of a given feature is uniqueiy expressed

in tmrn$ of tie feature’sheight On this basis, a set of eight

scaling factors for the eight refeience-fmture images, and the
heigh~ that rninimkxi the sum of the squares of the

differences between the scaled top widths and the drawn top
widths was seieeted- In the minimization process, each

replicated top width wss adjusted by a constant representing

the difference between h, and its respedive drawn top width.

In rtdty, this quantity is determined by factors such as the

amount of hard-mask undercut sustained during the p@3ern-
repiication process. For the measurements iilustrate& it

amounted to -0.03 I Pm.

The height vaIue of 1.092 pm was found to minimize the sum

of the squares of the differences between the scaki CDSof the ~

feature-top images ad their corresponding drawn CDs, when

each of the Iatterwas adjusted by afixed constant, as described

above. The absohtte valueof the height extracted tlom a
neighboring test chip on the wafer, by HRTEM imaging, was

1.07S pm.’2 This level of agreement siipporta the validify of

the minimization approach descriied above for this particular
appIicatiou although it isnot being cIairriedhere as universally

vtild. The applicationof the sameset of scahg factors to the
f.mtuw heights of the respective SEM cross-section images

resulted in an average height value, for the eight reference
segments, of 1.078 pm wirh a srandard deviation of 0.018 ~m.

Forth? reader’s cross-reference purposes, the surnrnzqyresnits
in TabIe 2 inciude the SEM-dcterrnined width at half heigh~

which is the dimension registered by corresponding electrical

CD measurements.

. ~(),,;; . . . . . . . .}:. .+... ,Y, ,. ... .. ,,,..,>..::-i:}.. .. . .. .. ... . ,,
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G. Electrical Measurement.sfor a Parn”czdarTe.uChzp

Anexampleofihe electrical vs. drawn linewidthsfortlm same

selection ofstmcturesi$ shown in Figure8. ‘f’heelectricai

CDS, in principle, correspond to the ha~f-height physicaI

widths of the reference feature. In Figure 8, the electried

CDS have been converted to feature-top widths for the

purposes of f2ciIi@ng a comparison with the drawn CDs.
This of course needs imowledge of the feature height. The

number that was used for the results hat have been shown in
Figure S was 1.092 pm. This is the value obtained from the

S.EM-imagS analyses, md supported by an independent
measurement teeimique, as deseribed previously. We

observed that ~ uric@zL&& of 10 nm in feature height

trandated into approximately the same amount of’uricertain~
in the resultant fanlre-top ECDS.

I&dly, in Figure 9 the feature-top ECD is plotted against the

SEMdetermined feature-top CD. The origin of the offsets,
ran~ng fiOIXI 82 run to 186 nm in this case, between the two

measurement techniques, is nol clear at this time. VmioUs

tests have suggested that the SEM measurements are likely to
be carrect to within less than 50 run. A likely origin of the
offsets is thought to be that the electrical height of a reference

feawre is up to 100 urn less than its physird height due to, as

Y* unicnown variations in the electronic properties of the
surface-tilicon rnateriaI mar its inkrfaee with the underlying

BI?SOI oxide layer. If, for example, the features are attributed

an eleowicai height of approximately 0.9 I ym, then the SEM

and electrical measurements typica.iIy match to within Iess
than 10 run. However, such a disparity between d%otive

eleclxical height and physical height can not be explained by

su.rhce-charge-induced majority oarrier depIetion since the

known doping level ofthematerkd genemtes a depletion depth

of Iess than 10 nm. On the other hand, we have very recently

observed evidence of a discontinuity in the ekdronic

properties of the surface siliconapproximately 200 mu from

its lower boundary, In any evenq the variability of the offset
experienced with the two measurement techniques suggests

that a larger measurement-comparison data base should be

completed before a determination ean be made as to whether
electrical CD measurerrwrka,.when made on referenee features

of the (100) implementation, and when properiy calibrated by

absolute measurements, are abie to provide a suitable

Q’aceabilhypath.

SUMMARY

Electrical CD test structures fabricated in (100) S01 films have

PAGE 7/B
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S3wcpal(pm}

figure 9. The ekxtricdly-determined fearure-topCD is
plottedagainsttheSEM-cteterrnimdfeature-top
-n

been fabricated and tested. Their top-surface iinewidths

determined from the electrical CDS have been measured and

compared with SEM moss-seetion measurements. Both sets of
measurenmm showclosecorrelationwith the drawnt213sbut
exhibit respective offsets of approximately -200 ~ and -31

nm. The long-term goal is to develop a teehnique for
determination of the absohne moss-sectional dimensions of the

reference scgrnents. However, one of the implications of the

limited seleetion of results so far avaiIabI% and presented here,

is that the use of appropriately calibrated cross-section SEM

measurements might be as satisfactory as, or even prefemed
over, electrical measurements as the secondary reference

means in establishing a traceability path for CD reference
materials configured in the (100) implementation-
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